
 

Hello, fellow Game of Thrones fan. HBO has delivered a high quality MP4 720p version of episode 1 to us, and we would like to share it with you. No need to wait for the BluRay, when you can watch it in HD now. Let's do this. *Note: It has not been edited, so there might be some quality loss due to the SD source file. We recommend using an external player like VLC.* The Game of Thrones is a
TV show based on George RR Martin’s series of epic fantasy novels A Song of Ice and Fire which follow the dramatic struggle for power in a vast and violent world beyond Westeros - one in which only power is real... but even that has multiple meanings. They could also be called, "A Song of Two Kings". This blog is about episode 1 for season 1. It has not been edited. There may be quality loss due
to the source file ( I am not too sure about it but this episode might have gone through some editing before it was sent to me). I will try to edit the blog eventually, when time allows it. I can't express how excited I am about this series. Game of Thrones is the most anticipated show in recent times. Some of you might think that this is a low quality blog. Here is the final word: All I can say to them is-
"It's HBO, not ABC Family, and it is George RR Martin we are talking about. What did you expect?" 

PREVIOUS POSTS: 

https://docs.google.com/open?id=0BwgVUZ_TqHLbZ2xpMHhJeDg0Mlk#editMetadata - Details about the season and episode (character info). 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Y0Yhvbq6-tGJ8Srj8B_u3mMiH8xFfx0E5NUgLGQs-g - Detailed episode analysis and analysis of the character development and relationships Help us improve our show by giving us your suggestions. So we can make this the best blogshow out there :D 

https://docs.google.

618eeb4e9f3215 
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